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Recently J. L. Lions has succeeded in
1. Introduction.
characterizing the domains of the fractional powers of an arbitrary
regularly accretive operator) A in a Hilbert space H as interpolation
spaces between the domain of the operator and the whole Hilbert
space H. In this connection it would be worth while to characterize
domains of fractional powers of differential operators as concretely
as possible. However it seems that little is known in this direction.
In the present note we shall be concerned with the following
problem: Let ?2 be a bounded domain in R" with the boundary
which is a m-1 dimensional C manifold. The unit outer normal
to 5?2 is denoted by n. Let A be a regularly accretive operator in

L"(D) mapping

D=-

{u e H’(/2); aff+(1-o)ulau 0}

into L"(D),

where H’(D), s>_0, denotes the Sobolev space of order s and where
q--a(x’) is a given C function defined for x’ in D with 0<<_1.
Then, we ask how one can characterize the domain D(A-), 0gOgl,
of the fractional power A% of A=. The purpose of the present
note is to give a fairly satisfactory concrete answer to this question
assuming that on each of connected components of 3D either
vanishes identically or a is never equal to zero. s)
The author expresses his hearty thanks to Professor K. Yosida
and Professor H. Fujita who kindly read through the manuscript of
this note with criticism.
2. Results. Since the boundary D is smooth, there is a
system of first order differential operators D,,..., D._, the restriction
of which to the boundary forms a basis of first order differential
operators tangential to D. (x) denotes the distance from x in R"
to
Now we state the result in the case of a---0, that is, the
Dirichlet boundary condition.

-

1) See Definition 2.1 and Theorem 2.1 in [1].
2) See Thorme 3.1 in [2].
3) Detailed proofs of theorems in this note will be published elsewhere.
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vanishes identically on 52, then the domain

-,

D(A-) of the fractional power A 0_<0_<1, of Ao is given by
1
0_<1-0_<-,
( a ) D(A-S)-E,"c-)(9)-H"(-)(2),

( d ) D (A/’) E,(9)- H#0(?2),
( e ) D(A3o-e)-E’""-’-(2) ,.(-e, 2,

( f ) D (A0m) E,/"(?2) c Hro
(g) D(A3o_O)_Ei,,.(i_o)__z,(l_o,(D
k 1
"’T

(h) D(Ao)-Ho(I),
where,
E,’(9)

ue

o

1

3

3

<1-0<1

,, =1 K:(D#) <

0<s<1

1

and where Ho(Q)- {u

In the case of non zero a, we have the following Theorem 2,
where we have extended the function a over to 9-9+9 appropriately.
Theorem 2. If never vanishes on the undary 9, then the
domain D(-) of the fractional wer -*, 0g0gl, of the orator
A, is given by

( a ) n(-o)-U(-o)(9),

0gl-0<,

(b) D(A’)-M"(9)H"(9),
( c ) D(AL-) M.’-’(9) H.-’(9),
( d ) D(A)-H2(9),
where
e H+’0?); (x)-""
M+’(2)

{u

I

3
--<1-0<1,

4

]((x)u(x) +(1- (x))u(x))l"dx< co},

O<s<l,

4) In the case of 0<1-8<
2’
See Thdorme 5.1 of

1--84:--,

the result was essentially known.

5) Therefore D(AI-e) is free from the boundary condition in this case. This
1
was already proved in the case of 0<1-0<--, by a more general method. See
[2], [4].
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H(2)--{u

and

H’(2); o u

-/(-) Io-0,/

[Vo]. 43,

-.
3

Since it is rather lengthy, we omit the full sment of our
result for the general case, where
consists of more than one
connected components and vanishes identically on some of them
and never vanishes on the other. The result for the general case
is a simple consequence of Theorems 1, 2, and the following.
Theorem 3. Take any in 01, then a function u longs
to D(-) if and only if u belongs to D(-) for any in C()
with

[-0

Coro[[arV. Le G be any relatively compact on subse in
and le WJ be he space of functions of H’() vanishing outside
Then W
0<0<1, is confined in the domin D(-), whatever
a may be. Moreover we have, for some consent e>0,
for all u in W (-).
l u II(L-o, II u [[H2(1-0)(0)
Here and hereafter C denotes generic consents and
denotes the no of a function u in a function space V.
3. Outline o the proofs. We gin with the proof of

-,

Theorem 3. The if part of the assertion follows from the facts

that there exists a partition of unity {}1 satisfying

l9[

-0,

IN, and that the domain D(-)

is a liner space.
Since the multiplication orator -continuously maps L(9)
into L(9) and D in D resctively, this also maps D(-) into
D(-) continuously. )
2. Although the half space R-{
Proof of Theorems 1
is
R
(’, =)
0} unbounded, we shall first prove Theorems
1 and 2 in the case that 9-R. Intruce the following maps

’

-, ,

;

and

: L(R)L(R)’
L(R’)L(R),

0
),
(" ) (’,
t-(’, -), 0,
)-(’, ) [R"
(’,

)-(’,

Then maps DoD(Ao) continuously into H2(R =) and maps H2(R")
is the identity. Inteolating
into D0 continuously. Moreover,
these maps, we have

o

and
6) Here we have used the fundamental theorem due to J. L. Lions that
is an interpolation space between Da and L-(). See Thorme 3.1 in 2].

D(A-)
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Replacing v in (2) by 2u and using (1), we have
for all u in D(A-O).
Recall that for any u in H’(R’), s0,
{ ]] v ]]’R’): lairs [] Dv ]]’s-), if s is an integer,
i
and

dx dy
R

Rm

if s-r+8 with 0<<1, and r is an integer.

Put

and
(7)

I

Ki(u)- xT"’lu(x) I dx.

Then we have
4gl(u) g Ji(u)
(8)
where

0<0<1,

--1

Replace v in (4) by 2u, u eD(A-), and estimate the right hand
side by means of (8) if necessary. Then, taking account of (8),
we can establish Theorem 1 in the case of 9-R by a standard
argument.
A similar argument can be applied in order to prove Theorem 2
in the case that 9-R, and that a is identically equal to 1.
Actually, instead of 2 and #, we use

_

: L(R)L(R),

0
tu(x’,-), x<0,
v(x’,

x)-

Then we resort to the following technic. Let f(t) be a function
in C(R ) such that 1 < f(t) < 3, and f(t)- t in some neighrhood

of t=l. Since
map

never vanishes on R

(’)

-

by the assumption, tha

7) See footnote 6) and recall that
H’g-o)+’o()= T(H’I(), H’(); 2, 0),

0<0<1.
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L(R’)--L2(R) and D(A,)----D(AI). Interpolating these, ’) we can
reduce the case of general a to the special case of a=l, which was
already dealt with.
In the case of general bounded domain 9 with the smooth
boundary, choose a tubular neighborhood U of 9 which is diffeomorphic to the product space (-,8)x9, for some 8>0. Using
this diffeomorphism we can define maps 2’,/’, v’, ’, and 7’, enjoying
the properties similar to those of the maps 2, v, and 7. Therefore
we can prove Theorems 1 and 2 in full generality by a slight
modification of the argument used above in the case of

, ,
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